THE LIMITS OF MACROECONOMICS

Roger W. Garrison
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section argues that capital-flee treatments of time in mainstream
macroeconomics can be seen as indirect and inadequate ways of
coping with the thorny issues of capital theory. The fourth section
ideutifies the limits of macroeconomics in terms of entrepreneurial

expectations in the context of a complex capital structure. Finally,
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adequately reflect the time element in macroeconomics.
Capital in mainstream macroeconomics is neither marked by

beginning and end nor conceived as Casselian waiting. Theoretical
constructions in which investment is simply one of several categories
of spending do not allow for the two-dimensional measure suggested
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The first claim that production time is irrelevant lacks plausibility;
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l:he second claim that roundaboutness, which has both a value dimen—
non and a time dimension, is uniquely related to neither of the two
separate dimensions is not in doubt. Nor is it in doubt, for that
itiatter, that the inverse relationship, emphasized by the Atistrian
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expectatioils, wnicn~are expiaineu largely oy gronp lJsycLlULOgy, uonImate in determining the level of investment. The interest rate, which
is governed largely by changes in liquidity preferences, plays a subordinate role in investment decisions, as reflected in an interestinelastic demand for investment funds. For post-Keynesians, markup pricing made possible by ohigopolistic elements in the economy

cally as each year’s investments are added to it. How many kinds of
time are there in a capital-using economy? Surely there is only one
kind of time, which underlies all macroeconomics, all economics,
all social science, all science, and all reality as we know it. Nonetheless, a casual survey of modern macroeconomics literature reveals
a proliferating taxonomy of time: calendar time, mechanical time,

poral substitutability and complementarity. If capital goods were
wholly nonspecific, if the collection ofthem were fully homogeneous
so that any one capital good is a perfect substitute for any other, then
production processes could proceed as if time ran both ways. A half~
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of ~ complex intertemporal capital structure by incorpc’rating expec—
tational time into macroeconomics has had but little success. Polar
contrasts can he made (as in Keynes [1936] 1964, chap. 5) between
short—run expectations (which are formed and reformed continuously
and confidently on the hasis of timely arid relevant feedback) and
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are subjective?” Considerations of the nature of entrepreneurial
activities in the context of a complex intertemporal capital structure
suggest a hedged answer: “Sometimes it doesn’t, and sometimes it
does.” In the most general terms, our specific answer depends on
whether the intertemporal structure of capital is simply being maintained or is undergoing systematic modifications in the face of some

boom or on the eve of some dramatic but only vaguely anticipated

change in supply conditions. In either case, macroeconomic theory
has to deal with the flict that entrepreneurs are no longer pressing
ahead but are instead adapting to change. And entrepreneurs’ adaptations are guided by their expectations about the new market couditions and about how other entrepreneurs are likely to adapt.5
-

entrepreneur whose next best alternative is the bank rate olinterest.”

Macroeconomic theory that translates changes in market conditions into movements in macroeconomic variables must hinge critically on the actual and perceived relationships that characterize the
economy’s mntertemporal capital structure. In macroeconomic disequilibrium, it matters greatly that entrepreneurial expectations are

systematic tendency for entrepreneurial expectations to be correct;
hence, the solution requires institutional arrangements that automatically reward correct expectations.
Macroeconomic debate over the past several decades has been
dominated by Keynesian policy activists, who advocate demnandmanagement policies; by their monetarist critics; and by supply-

structure may nave an especially nigh payott. Anu paying attenuon
to the particular kinds of problems that entrepreneurs face during
periods of economywide capital restructuring may provide the soundest basis for reforming the economy’s macroeconomic institutions.
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